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The role of domestic public opinion is an important topic in research on international negotiations,
yet we know little about how exactly it manifests itself. We focus on government rhetoric during
negotiations and develop a conceptual distinction between implicit and explicit manifestations of

public opinion. Drawing on a database of video recordings of negotiations of the Council of the European
Union and a quantitative text analysis of government speeches, we find that public opinion matters
implicitly, with the exact pattern depending on governments’ stance toward the EU. Pro-EU governments
are responsive to public opinion in their support for compromises and attempts to stall negotiations,
whereas Euroskeptic governments tend to remain silent when confronted with a public positively disposed
toward the EU. Our results show that although governments implicitly represent public opinion, they do
not systematically invoke their voters explicitly, suggesting the public matters but in different ways than
often assumed.

INTRODUCTION

A growing body of work has looked at the role
of public opinion in international negotia-
tions. One strand of the literature focuses on

bargaining outcomes and assesses whether a con-
straining public opinion at home can serve govern-
ments to improve their bargaining success at the
international level (e.g., Baerg and Hallerberg 2016;
Bailer 2006; Lundgren et al. 2019; Wratil 2019), espe-
cially when national elections are close (Chaudoin
2014; Rickard and Caraway 2014; Schneider 2018).
In contrast, another strand—especially in the litera-
ture on European Union politics—investigates gov-
ernments’ negotiation positions and tests to what
extent they are reflective of, or supported by, domestic
public opinion (e.g., Hobolt and Wratil 2020; Schnei-
der 2018; Târlea et al. 2019; Thomson 2011; Wratil
2018). Although this rich literature has provided us
with important insights into whether outcomes and
government positions during intergovernmental nego-
tiations reflect public opinion, we know much less

about the exact mechanisms and ways in which public
opinion matters.

In this study, we draw on bargaining rhetoric to
understand how public opinion manifests itself during
negotiations as well as to provide an original test—in a
domain of government behavior rarely studied system-
atically to date—whether public opinion has effects on
negotiations at all, given conflicting findings in the
literature (for null findings see, e.g., Bailer 2006;
Lundgren et al. 2019; Târlea et al. 2019; Thomson
2011).1 For this purpose, we develop a conceptual
distinction between explicit and implicit ways of how
public opinion can play a role in rhetoric, building on
the existing literature. Do governments represent pub-
lic opinion in implicit ways by adjusting their negotia-
tion rhetoric to the public’s support for international
cooperation? And alternatively or in addition, do they
raise voters and their views as an explicit topic of
discussion?

Whether public opinion manifests itself in implicit
and/or explicit ways in the rhetoric of international
negotiations is important from various perspectives.
Theoretically, the literature on domestic constraints
and two-level bargaining games (Putnam 1988; Schel-
ling 1960) expects that governments will sometimes
explicitly speak about their public and its views to
restrict the bargaining zone. Similarly, constructivist
and sociological institutionalist approaches in interna-
tional relations (cf. Krebs and Jackson 2007;Risse 2000;
Rittberger 2005; Schimmelfennig 2001) suggest that
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1 Some work has examined executive rhetoric and its relation to
public opinion on the EU (Rauh, Bes, and Schoonvelde 2020), but
not during international bargaining.
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some governments may talk about domestic public
opinion, as it may justify their own positions and per-
suade others to change theirs. In contrast, from the
perspective of democratic responsiveness to public
opinion, governments may just implicitly follow the
wishes of the public when taking positions, agreeing
to compromises, or blocking negotiations but do not
necessarily have to highlight this explicitly in their
rhetoric.
Empirically, the relative prevalence of implicit and

explicit manifestations of public opinionmay illuminate
bargaining dynamics. For instance, implicit references
may be associated with misunderstandings and miscal-
culations about the importance of public opinion
among partners, whereas explicit ones may be reflec-
tive of red lines hampering compromise and agree-
ment. Normatively, the simultaneous explicit and
implicit representation of public opinion represents
the assumed standard of democratic representation in
national parliaments. Yet, many are concerned that
representation at the international level may be tech-
nocratic, lacking explicit references to citizens, or unre-
sponsive, not tacitly accounting for citizens’ views (e.g.,
Føllesdal and Hix 2006).
We study the explicit and implicit manifestations of

public opinion in speeches given by governmental rep-
resentatives in the Council of the European Union
(henceforth, “the Council”) in which delegates meet
to negotiate over EU legislation. Although the closed
nature of intergovernmental negotiations usually pre-
cludes researchers from studying the actual bargaining
rhetoric of governments, we exploit a transparency
change in the Council that demands a significant part
of intergovernmental discussions to be recorded on
video, allowing us to investigate what governmental
delegates actually say during negotiations. Drawing on
a corpus of more than 3,600 speeches made by national
representatives in the Council during the period
between 2010 and 2016, we apply a text-as-data
approach to measure governments’ engagement with
public opinion in their bargaining rhetoric. Using struc-
tural topic models (Roberts et al. 2014), we investigate
how government ministers’ speeches in Brussels differ
depending on the public image of the EU in their
member state. As a direct consequence of thismodeling
strategy, we are able to test whether governments
engage with public opinion implicitly and/or explicitly
during negotiations.
Our premise is that Council negotiations are nowa-

days characterized by a divide between pro-EU and
Euroskeptic governments and that coalition-building
in the Council primarily revolves around the core of
pro-EU governments, who formpolicy coalitions to pass
proposals. On the basis of this distinction, we derive
testable hypotheses about explicit and implicit manifes-
tations of public opinion in governments’ negotiation
rhetoric from different theoretical perspectives in inter-
national relations and EU politics. To clarify from the
outset, throughout the article we use “pro-EU” versus
“Euroskeptic” to denote the ideology of governments
and “positively disposed” versus “negatively disposed”
to talk about domestic publics’ view on the EU.

Our empirical results yield clear evidence for implicit
manifestations of public opinion: pro-EU governments
express more support for compromises if public opin-
ion at home is more positive toward the EU and
become more cautious and call for postponing negoti-
ations if the public’s image toward the EU is more
negative. However, for Euroskeptic governments we
do not find much evidence that public opinion influ-
ences their rhetoric; instead, we show that these gov-
ernments tend to participate less in debates when
domestic public opinion is more positively disposed
toward the EU. In contrast to implicit manifestations,
we find little evidence for explicit manifestations of
public opinion: none of the topics prominent in nego-
tiations in the Council are dedicated to concerns about
public opinion, citizens, or voters. Importantly, the
predominance of implicit over explicit representation
of the public suggests that the Council is not fully
resembling a representative institution like a national
parliament, where citizens and their concerns are
addressed directly. This finding sheds a critical light
on the EU’s expressed ambition over the last two
decades to turn the intergovernmental branch of its
legislature, the Council, into a transparent and politi-
cized decision-making body that would bring Europe
closer to its citizens.

PUBLIC OPINION AND
INTERGOVERNMENTAL NEGOTIATIONS
IN THE EU

Intergovernmental negotiations typically take place
behind closed doors, rendering their study inherently
difficult. We investigate the Council of the European
Union, arguably the most transparent intergovernmen-
tal bargaining forum of any international organization
around the world. As the Council is the EU’s primary
legislative chamber, alongside the European Parlia-
ment, governments and their representatives negotiate
over EU legislation on a daily basis. What makes the
Council particularly relevant for our study is that cer-
tain deliberations have become public over time, even
though the public is not invited to the deliberations.
Even though lower levels of the Council structure, such
as working groups and committees, are still conducted
behind closed doors, the Council’s ministerial meetings
have been gradually opened up to the public since
2006 (European Council 2006). Since the adoption of
the Lisbon Treaty in December 2009, the ministerial
Council must meet in public when negotiating or voting
on legislative proposals. Sessions are public insofar as
the speeches of ministers or member states’ permanent
representatives to the EU are recorded on video and
made available on the Council’s website.2 Although it
is always possible to move discussions to secretive
informal forums (e.g., lunch meetings) or to lower,

2 Videos are available at https://video.consilium.europa.eu/. In
Appendix A.1, we discuss the few nonlegislative debate types that
are held in public but excluded from our sample.
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bureaucratic levels that are not public (e.g., working
groups), ministerial Council meetings make up for a
significant part of the negotiations in the Council struc-
ture (Häge 2008; 2011). In particular, the meetings take
up a large portion of the time national ministers spend
in Brussels.
In many instances, ministers switch between closed

and open sessions within the same meeting: the presi-
dency usually informs the attending ministers that the
public session has started, meaning the installed cam-
eras are recording, and that it has ended. But ministers
remain in the same seat and room. During the public
sessions, ministers discuss technical details of legislative
proposals, set out and justify their policy positions, or
ask colleagues for compromises (Wratil and Hobolt
2019). The transparency of negotiations in the Council
should make national representatives more prone to
defend proposals that are important to the domestic
public, possibly engaging in public posturing, even
though this may come at reputational costs and risk
the delay or breakdown of negotiations (Stasavage
2004). However, there is no regular media reporting
on the deliberations themselves and only the videos of
the public sessions are made available on the Council’s
website (i.e., no verbatim protocols). This renders the
Council an ideal case to investigate international nego-
tiations. In contrast, many public forums in other inter-
national organizations were designed as public-facing
forums from the outset, leading to the development of
“theatrical practices” for public consumption while
actual negotiations are moved to informal, secretive
forums (e.g., the UN Security Council). Moreover,
systematic collections of speech data are generally rare
in international relations. The UN General Assembly
corpus is an exception, but the statements in the Gen-
eral Assembly resemble annual legislative state-of-the-
union addresses in domestic politics and do not reflect
intergovernmental negotiations (Baturo, Dasandi, and
Mikhaylov 2017).
A large body of literature in international relations

has addressed the question of whether public opinion
influences negotiations. Although one strand assesses
whether observable bargaining outcomes suggest that
negotiations were influenced by public opinion (for
a recent summary, see Frieden and Walter 2019),
another focuses on whether government positions dur-
ing negotiations are reflective of, or responsive to,
public opinion. However, in both strands the influence
of public opinion on negotiations is not a settled issue.
Some scholars have found that constraining or salient
public opinion at home is associated with more bar-
gaining success in international negotiations (Baerg
and Hallerberg 2016; Mariano and Schneider 2022;
Wratil 2019), but others could not detect any effect
(Bailer 2006; Lundgren et al. 2019). Similarly, some
studies show that governments adjust their substantive
bargaining positions to domestic (policy-specific) pub-
lic opinion (Hobolt and Wratil 2020; Schneider 2018;
Wratil 2018), yet others find no such relationship
(Târlea et al. 2019; Thomson 2011). Moreover, some
evidence that is regularly thought to show that public
opinion matters in international negotiations does not

measure opinion directly. Instead, it shows that
governments’ success in the international arena and
their ability to prevent negative outcomes (e.g., condi-
tions of IMF loans or WTO disputes) increase as
elections draw close, assuming that governments can
use the domestic public as a persuasive argument
vis-à-vis international counterparts in such situations
(Chaudoin 2014; Rickard and Caraway 2014; Schnei-
der 2018). Analyzing bargaining rhetoric as opposed to
bargaining outcomes or government positions pro-
vides an original test of whether public opinion influ-
ences negotiations.

Moreover, the existing literature, especially that on
bargaining outcomes, provides little evidence of the
exact mechanisms through which public opinion mat-
ters. Instead, studies make varied assumptions about
how public opinion could manifest during negotiations.
The influential two-level games perspective (Putnam
1988; Schelling 1960) argues that negotiators could
benefit from explicitly drawing attention to domestic
constraints—such as public opinion—if it credibly
binds their hands, asking for special concessions from
negotiation partners to accommodate their situation. In
the words of Putnam (1988, 440), “[l]amenting the
domestic constraints under which one must operate is
[…] ‘the natural thing to say at the beginning of a tough
negotiation.’”3 Similarly, Lundgren et al. (2019, 70)
argue for public opinion being explicitly mentioned at
the bargaining table: “Constrained governments can
make it known to their counterparts that they are under
domestic pressure and threaten a collapse of negotia-
tions unless others accept their demands.” In contrast,
others view public opinion as a force in the background
that tacitly influences governments’ position-taking
and logrolling behavior, remaining hidden to
observers, or take no side on whether public opinion
will be actively discussed among governments (Baerg
and Hallerberg 2016; Wratil 2018; 2019). Thus, it
remains an open question whether public opinion
makes governments speak explicitly about it, formulate
additional demands, refuse to compromise, or remain
silent.

In summary, we still have a very rudimentary under-
standing of whether and how public opinion matters in
international negotiations. Existing work on bargaining
outcomes and position taking reports inconclusive
results on the influence of public opinion and offers
varied and rather undetermined expectations for rhe-
toric (see Appendix G for a full discussion). A wide
range of possible images of the ways through which
public opinion affects international negotiations
remain—frombeing a topic for discussion, being explic-
itly used to back one’s argument, to only implicitly
influencing strategies and positions or even having no
effect. Nowork has opened the blackbox of negotiation

3 In EU politics, this argument has mainly been applied to treaty
bargaining. However, even if agreements do not have to be ratified
domestically, such as EU legislation, some governments may be able
to “credibly restrict their bargaining zone” (Bailer and Schneider
2006, 161), pointing toward potential sanctions by voters.
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talk to look at themicrofoundations of the public’s role.
We seek to ascertain how public opinion is reflected in
the arguments governments make when it matters—at
the negotiation table.

NEGOTIATION RHETORIC, PUBLIC OPINION,
AND THE PRO–ANTI EU DIVIDE IN THE
COUNCIL

To study the role of public opinion in bargaining rhe-
toric, we introduce a conceptual distinction between
explicit and implicit manifestations of public opinion.
As an explicit manifestation of public opinion, we
understand negotiation rhetoric or even discussions
that use words directly mentioning the public and its
views or raising it through synonyms (e.g., “taxpayers,”
“voters”). In turn, an implicit manifestation is a
negotiation-relevant, rhetorical element that does not
mention the public but is motivated by unexpressed
concerns about the public (such as governments’ will-
ingness to compromise or their negotiation demands).
Note that government rhetoric could contain only
explicit, only implicit, explicit and implicit, or neither
manifestation of public opinion.4
We develop expectations about the conditions

under which public opinion becomes manifest in
Council deliberations based on the idea that govern-
ments use public deliberations to find a policy coali-
tion of member states that can pass a legislative
proposal over the decision threshold. Importantly,
although we conceive of coalition building as issue-
specific (e.g., the composition of coalitions may vary
on different legislative proposals), we argue that gov-
ernment ideology on European integration increas-
ingly structures bargaining and can serve as a proxy for
how governments form coalitions. Euroskeptic gov-
ernments that emerged during the last two decades
(De Vries and Hobolt 2020; Hooghe and Marks 2018)
and portray themselves as defenders of national
authority and identity (Hodson and Puetter 2019)
oppose rather than support wide-ranging European
regulations and programs. In contrast, the core of
about 20þ governments made up of pro-EU parties
support integrationist legislation in general, despite
existing policy differences among them.
The salient difference between these two types is

their baseline probability of belonging to the policy
coalition that will pass a legislative proposal. The pro-
EU core will try to form a coalition among themselves
that meets the qualified majority threshold (in most
cases), whereas Euroskeptic governments will often be
excluded (or exclude themselves) from these coalitions.
There is ample evidence for this assumption. In
Appendix H, we show that stronger Euroskepticism
among the government parties is associated with less

bargaining success for the government when compar-
ing negotiation outcomes to the government’s initial
positions as reported by experts as well as with more
opposition votes cast by the government against legis-
lative proposals. Both effects have increased in magni-
tude over time. This suggests that the pro-EU core
increasingly forms the centre of gravity in coalition
building during the actual negotiations, whereas Euro-
skeptic governments are often excluded. This coalition-
building structure shapes each government type’s
incentives of how to engage with public opinion at
home in their bargaining rhetoric.

Explicit Manifestations of Public Opinion in
Negotiation Rhetoric

Governments may talk explicitly about voters, the
public, citizens, or taxpayers and their views. We pre-
sent two theoretically competing reasons why govern-
ments may want to do so. First, if public opinion acts as
a domestic constraint, actively and explicitly reminding
negotiation partners of this constraint may serve to
extract concessions from them (Lundgren et al. 2019;
Putnam 1988; Schelling 1960). This should primarily be
a strategy of pro-EU governments cross-pressured by
negative public opinion at home. They can point to this
negative opinion as a factor constraining their ability to
enter an agreement at the EU level. In line with this
argument, Mariano and Schneider (2022) show that
pro-EU governments are more likely to achieve suc-
cessful outcomes in negotiations when they face a
public negatively disposed toward the EU. In contrast,
governments facing public opinion in line with their
own preferences (i.e., pro-EU with positive or Euro-
skeptic with negative opinion) are not credibly con-
strained by this opinion, and Euroskeptic governments
cross-pressured by positive opinion cannot use this as a
constraint vis-à-vis the pro-EU core, for the public as a
domestic player is more aligned with the partners’ than
the government’s position. This suggests:

H1a Public as Domestic Constraint: Pro-EU governments
will raise the topic of public opinion mostly if the public is
negatively disposed toward the EU, whereas Euroskeptic
governments are unresponsive to the public’s stance in this
respect.

Second, governments may talk about domestic pub-
lic opinion to back an argument about the legitimacy
of their negotiation positions. From sociological insti-
tutionalist perspectives (similar arguments could be
built from a constructivist viewpoint, see Risse 2000),
governments may outline their position and, to sup-
port it and convince others of it, point to public opinion
at home that is in line with their stance. For such an
appeal to have an effect, the other partners must
accept the representation of public opinion as part of
a standard of legitimacy—a set of shared values and
norms that defines what kinds of behaviors and actions
are considered rightful and proper (see Schimmelfen-
nig 2001). Given the member states’ long-standing
concerns about the democratic deficit of EU politics

4 For instance, a government could bluff by explicitly stating that it
cannot agree to something because of its public while not actually
changing its bargaining behavior, as the constraint is made-up. This
would be an explicit but not implicit manifestation.
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(see Rittberger 2005), we would expect that referring
to citizens’ views is seen by governments as a particu-
larly persuasive argument for one’s position in light of
shared democratic values (e.g., “government for the
people”). However, one impediment to the power of
this form of “rhetorical action” is the credibility of the
argument. If pro-EU (Euroskeptic) governments
point to positive (negative) public opinion, this
appears consistent and credible. However, in the
sociological institutionalist view, the argument will
be much weaker if the sender’s reputation is inconsis-
tent with the content of the message (e.g., if Euro-
skeptic governments refer to pro-EU opinion to back
their position; Schimmelfennig 2001). Thus, we would
not expect cross-pressured governments to refer to
voters. Instead, we expect:

H1b Public Legitimacy:Pro-EU governments will raise the
topic of public opinion mostly if the public is positively
disposed toward the EU, whereas Euroskeptic governments
do so when public opinion is negatively disposed.

Implicit Manifestations of Public Opinion in
Negotiation Rhetoric

Beyond explicit mentions of public opinion, there are
more subtle ways inwhich the public’s stance on theEU
may matter. First, governments may respond in their
substantive policy positions to public opinion to fore-
stall the chance that their behavior in the Council may
be made a matter of public discussion by media or
interest groups (e.g., Wratil 2018). Governments may
not need tomake their representation of public opinion
explicit but can just implicitly adjust positions. In their
general negotiation rhetoric, this may figure as signal-
ing a higher or lower willingness to compromise. To
build a policy coalition in the course of the delibera-
tions, policy controversies must be overcome (e.g.,
Thomson 2011). Much work finds that these compro-
mises are enabled by concessions from many or all
sides, including from large countries, rather than only
from small or seemingly weaker partners (e.g., Arregui
and Thomson 2009; Cross 2013; Golub 2012). We
expect pro-EU governments to be likely to belong to
the policy coalition and endorse a compromise. Yet, if
faced with negative opinion at home, they may be less
willing to embrace a compromise to avoid sending a
signal of concessions. In turn, Euroskeptic govern-
ments are generally unlikely to belong to the policy
coalition, as they tend to oppose new EU-level legisla-
tion. But if they face a public that is positively disposed
toward the EU, they may consider embracing a com-
promise, as voters may value their responsiveness to
them, especially if governments can sell the supported
EU-level policy compromise as a bargaining success.
Thus, both types of governments should marginally
reflect public opinion in their willingness to compro-
mise (although, on average, pro-EU governments may
be more willing to compromise):

H2 Compromise: Governments will express more willing-
ness to compromise in their speeches the more the public is
positively disposed toward the EU.

A second implicit way in which public opinion may
matter concerns pushes for delay. Legislative proposals
by the European Commission regularly get stuck in the
Council, as there is no time limit to adopt a common
position on the Commission’s proposal. Some pro-
posals are only delayed for a few months or a year,
whereas others are delayed for years or are eventually
withdrawn by the Commission (Boranbay-Akan,
König, and Osnabrügge 2017; Kleine and Minaudier
2019). We argue that pro-EU governments who are
cross-pressured by negative opinion vis-à-vis the EU at
home have an incentive to actively delay decision
making to shift the potential electoral risks of the
opposing domestic public into the future. Governments
may not want to reveal explicitly that their reason for
delay is public opinion but justify it with other factors.
Delaying may be sufficient to pass a period of particu-
larly strong hostile public opinion (potentially aggra-
vated by electoral contests) before news of any
agreement the government has supported at the EU
level could reach anti-EU voters through interest
groups or media (cf. Kleine and Minaudier 2019;
Schneider 2018). For governments in the pro-EU core,
delay is arguably preferable to outright opposition, as
they themselves may be ideologically aligned with the
proposal advanced by the pro-EU core. Asking for a
delay keeps them in the policy coalition and sustains
their influence. Conversely, if public opinion is favor-
able toward the EU, pro-EU governments should
speed up and quickly conclude negotiations to mini-
mize any risks of future negative swings in public
opinion. In contrast, the incentives to delay or acceler-
ate agreement are less clear for Euroskeptic govern-
ments, who do not regularly belong to the policy
coalition. If they are not part of the coalition, they
may invariably try to delay EU legislation, irrespective
of public opinion. If they aspire to become part of the
policy coalition—for example, due to pro-EU opinion
at home—they may still benefit from delaying tactics to
increase their bargaining leverage. We expect:

H3 Delay: Pro-EU governments will argue for more nego-
tiation delays in their speeches when the public is negatively
disposed toward the EU.

Third, the formulation of negotiation demands may
be influenced by public opinion. A very general expec-
tation about intergovernmental bargaining is that those
governments that are indifferent between being inside
or outside a policy coalition can formulate additional
demands to the pro-EU core to remain in the coalition
or join it (Moravcsik 1998), especially if they are
needed to pass a deal. Public opinion can make gov-
ernments indifferent about their membership in the
policy coalition if they are cross-pressured. This is most
obvious for pro-EU governments facing negative opin-
ion on the EU at home. They should formulate
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additional demands to the remaining pro-EU core to
keep them on board in the policy coalition, without
necessarily mentioning public opinion.5 Cross-
pressured pro-EU governments represent the first set
of potentially pivotal players that have to be accommo-
dated for the pro-EU core to pass its compromise (see
also Mariano and Schneider 2022). But in some situa-
tions, Euroskeptic governments facing positive opinion
on the EU at home may formulate demands to be
brought on board of the policy coalition. In circum-
stances when the pro-EU core struggles to gather a
sufficient majority among itself, it may rely on cross-
pressured Euroskeptic governments. In turn, govern-
ments that are not cross-pressured should be most
likely to make concessions:

H4 Demands: Pro-EU governments will formulate more
demands in their speeches when the public is negatively
disposed toward the EU, whereas Euroskeptic governments
will do so if public opinion is positively disposed.

Table 1 summarizes our hypotheses. It demonstrates
that our expectations relate to critical aspects of inter-
governmental negotiations—namely coalition forma-
tion, the speed of negotiations, when and who raises
demands versusmakes concessions, andwhether public
opinion is an explicit topic of discussion. For each
aspect, we expect governments’ rhetoric to reflect pub-
lic opinion.

DATA

To study governments’ rhetoric during public deliber-
ations, we follow the “Debates in the Council of the
EuropeanUnion” data collection approach (Wratil and
Hobolt 2019) and make use of transcriptions of videos

of the Council’s public deliberations.6 This data source
has been demonstrated to have high face, convergent,
and predictive validity (see Appendix F.1 for a sum-
mary). Although videos of Council deliberations are
made public on a designated video streaming website,
including audio tracks of the simultaneous interpreta-
tions into the union’s 23 official languages, the Council
does not provide written records or transcriptions of its
deliberations. To overcome this challenge, we rely on
automatic speech recognition systems (see Proksch,
Wratil, and Wäckerle 2019) and build the first compre-
hensive database of public Council deliberations. Our
data contain transcriptions, obtained using automatic
captioning of Google’s YouTube video portal, of vir-
tually all speeches by national representatives (mostly
ministers and permanent representatives) in five Coun-
cil configurations (the Council meets in 10 different
“configurations” depending on the subjectmatter) over
a period of up to seven years between 2010 and 2016.7

We study speeches delivered in the following Council
configurations: (a) Competitiveness; (b) Employment,
Social Policy, Health and Consumer Affairs;
(c) Economic and Financial Affairs; (d) Environment,
and (e) Justice and Home Affairs. We deliberately
exclude the Agriculture and Fisheries configuration, as
EU competence in this policy area is very well estab-
lished and prior work has shown that the influence of
pro/anti-EU opinion mainly applies to areas where
legislation extends EU authority (Hagemann, Hobolt,
and Wratil 2017). Moreover, we selected areas in which
legislative proposals are connected to typical societal
left–right/libertarian–authoritarian conflicts at the
domestic level in European democracies (Bakker, Jolly,

TABLE 1. Expected Topics and Role of Public Opinion in Council Negotiations

Hypothesis Explicit vs. Implicit Rhetorical element of negotiations Role of public opinion

H1a Public as domestic
constraint

Explicit representation Discussing public opinion as a
problem

Public views are used to
illustrate constraint

H1b Public legitimacy Explicit representation Discussing public opinion as a
justification

Public views are used to
underscore negotiation
position

H2 Compromise Implicit representation Coalition formation, compromise Public views shape
willingness to
compromise

H3 Delay Implicit representation Speeding up, delaying negotiations Public views incentivize
different points for
committing oneself

H4 Demands Implicit representation Raising demands, making
concessions

Public views shape
formulation of demands

5 In fact, pro-EU governments may combine mentioning public
opinion as a domestic constraint (see hypothesis H1a) with the
formulation of new demands. Thus, the effect in hypothesis H4
may be stronger for pro-EU than for Euroskeptic governments.

6 Replication data for this article are available at Wratil, Wäckerle,
and Proksch (2022).
7 We integrate the pilot dataset collected by Wratil and Hobolt
covering Ecofin from 2010 to 2015 in our database (Wratil and
Hobolt 2019). These data were also collected via automatic speech
recognition systems but were later edited for transcription errors by
humans. For Ecofin, we have data from 2010 to 2016. For the other
configurations our data start in 2011, but after subsetting in 2012 for
COMPET and EPSCO.
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and Polk 2012), as we expect these areas to be particu-
larly salient for voters and governments. Thus, our
results may not apply to negotiations about legislation
in less politicized policy domains. Our data cover
debates on prominent legislative files such as the EU’s
80 billion euro research funding programme “Horizon
2020,” the posted workers directive, the banking union,
the greenhouse gas emissions trading system, or the
general data protection regulation (see Appendix F.2
for a full list of topics covered).
In total, 397 debates with at least two speech partic-

ipations by national governments (excluding the Coun-
cil presidency) were held across the five configurations
during the period covered by our data. We only retain
speeches by national governments (e.g., we discard the
Commission) as well as remove all speeches by the
Council presidencies, as they mainly perform the role
ofmoderator and their speech style considerably differs
from that of the other delegations. Moreover, as we are
interested in actual legislative negotiations and not in
debates on “work programmes” or some other issues
(which are likewise public, see Appendix A.1), we
subset our dataset to debates that relate to at least
one completed legislative procedure on which a final
vote had been reported. This leaves us with a corpus of
224 debates comprising 3,631 speeches of government
delegates with amean length of 267 words. On average,
about 15 national governments participated in any
given debate. Participation levels vary between gov-
ernments, with limited inequality. Out of the
224debates, themaximumnumber of debates (75)were
held in the Justice and Home Affairs configuration and
the minimum number (22) in the Employment, Social
Policy, Health and Consumer Affairs configuration
(see Appendices A and F for details on the dataset).

Independent Variables

To measure public opinion on the EU in each member
state, we use the “EU image” question from the Stan-
dard Eurobarometer survey series conducted by the
European Commission twice a year. This question asks
respondents whether they have a positive or negative
image of the EU: “In general, does the EU conjure up
for you a very positive, fairly positive, neutral, fairly
negative or very negative image?” It has been used in
previous work to measure public support for EU inte-
gration (e.g., Hix 2018; Rauh, Bes, and Schoonvelde
2020) and is available on a semiannual basis for our
time frame.8 Specifically, we use the mean response to
this question in each country using poststratification
weights, with higher values indicating a more positive
image of the EU (“5” for “very positive” and “1” for
“very negative”). To cover any day during our period,
we linearly interpolate this measure between survey
fieldwork start dates. Moreover, in line with common
practice (e.g., Hagemann, Hobolt, and Wratil 2017;

Wratil 2018), we use a six-month lag of this measure
to reflect that governments first observe public opinion
and then adjust their behavior to it.

To classify governments into pro-EU versus Euro-
skeptic governments, we rely on the Manifesto Pro-
ject’s (Volkens et al. 2019) coding of the government
parties’ election manifestos, focusing on the difference
between the percentages of positive and negative
quasi-sentences on EU integration in the manifestos.9
Specifically, we use a dummy variable for Euroskeptic
governments that is “1” if the seat-weighted position of
government parties on the EU is negative or zero
(i.e., per108 – per110 ≤ 0), and “0” otherwise. This
classification of governments’ pro–anti EU ideology
has high face validity (seeAppendix A.2). For instance,
the British Cameron and May cabinets and the Hun-
garian Orban III cabinet are coded as Euroskeptic
according to the manifesto data.10

Figure 1 presents an overview of the data. Panel
(a) plots the monthly number of Council meetings
between 2010 and 2016 that we study in our analysis,
whereas panel (b) shows the average government posi-
tion on the EU in the Council from January 2004 to
December 2017. It reveals a long-run trend since 2004
of the average Council member government becoming
more Euroskeptic. This trend reversed shortly around
2013, but then continued again. Finally, panel (c) shows
the average public image of the EU across member
states, but separately for countries with pro-EU and
Euroskeptic governments. Although the average pub-
lic image remained relatively stable in countries with
pro-EU governments, it experienced a significant dip in
countries with Euroskeptic governments between the
end of 2011 and 2014. But note that the standard
deviation of the public image was quite similar during
our observation period (0.243) compared with the
periods before (0.228) and after (0.217; see also the
similarity of distributions in Figure A2 in Appendix
A.2). Nevertheless, one concern with our sample is that
the period covered largely coincides with the sovereign
debt crisis in the eurozone, providing for a particular
political context in which decisions were taken in the
EU. We address this concern in the conclusion.

Control Variables

We control for various factors that account for alterna-
tive explanations of governments’ rhetoric during
negotiations derived from the Council literature. First,
a significant part of the literature onCouncil politics has
argued that negotiations between governments are

8 Note that the alternative question about support for EU member-
ship has not been frequently measured during our observation
period.

9 Our information on cabinet composition is primarily taken from the
ParlGov dataset (Döring and Manow 2019).
10 In Appendix J.2 we demonstrate the robustness of our main
findings to an alternative definition of Euroskeptic governments,
incorporating information from the Chapel Hill Expert Survey on
parties (Jolly et al. 2022). We dichotomize the measure of govern-
ments’ Euroskepticism for two reasons: existing research points to
the robustness of a binary measure (Proksch and Lo 2012) and a
binary measure facilitates the interaction analysis within the struc-
tural topic model.
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strongly shaped by economic factors. This strand of
work identifies a redistribution cleavage betweenmem-
ber states (e.g., Bailer, Mattila, and Schneider 2015;
Zimmer, Schneider, and Dobbins 2005). We therefore
include unemployment and inflation rates (from Euro-
stat) in all our analysis models. This takes account of
the fact that public opinion and government rhetoric
may both be moved by macroeconomic conditions. We
also operationalize budgetary positions using coun-
tries’ annual net receipts from the EU budget in per-
centage of national GDP.
Beyond economic explanations, some work has

found that Council politics is characterized by a long-
standing north–south divide (e.g., Thomson 2009).
Given the spread of Euroskeptic public opinion in
several member states in the south during the eurozone
crisis, which falls squarely into our observation period,

we control for whether a government is from the south,
north, or center. Another strand of the literature has
argued that coalition building in the Council increas-
ingly unfolds along partisan lines (Hagemann andHoy-
land 2008), which could lead to different rhetoric by
left-wing governments as compared with right-wing
governments, especially with respect to policy-specific
rhetoric (e.g., talking about jobs versus growth). We
therefore also control for government parties’ left–
right ideology, relying on theManifesto Project’s RILE
left–right score. Specifically, we include the seat-
weighted RILE of the cabinet parties. For ease of
interpretation, in the models below we z-score stan-
dardize all continuous variables.

Last, we model structural characteristics of our data.
First, we include fixed effects for our five Council
configurations using dummy variables, as we expect

FIGURE 1. Data Overview: Council Meetings, Government Positions on the EU, and Public Image
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Note: Panel (a) shows absolute number of meetings in the dataset per month; (b) average government position on EU, higher values
indicate more positive position; (c) average public image of EU, higher values indicate more positive image.
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word usage to vary systematically with the topics dis-
cussed in a configuration. Second, we include a dummy
variable for whether a debate is on the EU budget (e.g.,
annual amending budgets), as such debates are known
as particularly conflictual and their rhetoric may vary
systematically. Third, we control for whether the
debate is on an issue that requires unanimity voting in
the Council, which may influence the rhetoric during
negotiations (e.g., alienating partners is more costly).
Details on the sources and definitions of all variables
are in Appendix A.2.11

METHODS AND RESULTS

We analyze the rhetoric of governments using struc-
tural topic models (STMs; Roberts et al. 2014). Struc-
tural topic models are Bayesian mixture models that
assume a corpus of documents stems from a number of
k latent topics, with k being a parameter set by the
researcher. In the STM, the prevalence of topics can be
influenced by covariates. This feature allows us to
investigate whether certain topics are mentioned more
often if public opinion toward the EU is positive or
negative. Like standard regression models, STMs iden-
tify statistical associations. Any causal interpretation
hinges on (further) assumptions, and we do not seek to
make causal claims. Our main interest is in whether
specific topics are mentioned at the bargaining table,
given a particular state of public opinion.We grant that
in one situation the government may have cued public
opinion before the negotiations to use it vis-à-vis part-
ners, whereas it may feel pressured by it in another.
A primary advantage of unsupervised topic models

for our application is that they address the issue that we
have little a priori knowledge about our text form.
Although we have formulated hypotheses about what
topics ministers should emphasize under different
states of public opinion, we do not know which specific
aspects of the relevant constructs (e.g., delaying nego-
tiations or formulating demands) ministers will stress
and what words they will use to do so. The specific
categories for text classification are to some extent
unknown, which speaks against the use of dictionary
or supervised learning methods (Grimmer and Stewart
2013).12 The main challenge is to adequately identify
and validate topics from the STM that relate to our
hypotheses. We carefully engage in this task below.

Structural Topic Model: Estimation and
Descriptives

We present results from an STMwith k = 40 topics. We
also demonstrate the robustness of our main findings
with a series of further STMs in Appendix J (e.g., using
35 or 45 topics as well as alternative measures for the
main variables and additional fixed effects for years).
Before running the topicmodels, we divide each speech
into a beginning, mid, and end part, representing 20, 60,
and 20% of the words, respectively.13 This allows us to
capture diplomatic habits (e.g., congratulations)
exchanged at the beginning or end of a speech. Our
total number of “speech parts,” representing our doc-
uments in the structural topic model, is N = 10,214.14
We include not only single words (unigrams) but also
all combinations of two consecutive words (bigrams) in
our document-feature matrix. This ensures that we can
capture frequent bigram expressions—like “European
Parliament” or “member state”—in conjunction and
not only through their constitutive words. In preproces-
sing, we lemmatize all words (i.e., group inflected forms
of a word and variants) as well as remove stop words,
numbers, punctuation, symbols, seperators, and words
with less than three letters. Moreover, we exclude
unigrams and bigrams that occur fewer than 10 times
or in fewer than five documents.

We model topic prevalence as a function of our
independent variables (public opinion and government
position on the EU), their interaction term, and all
control variables. In addition, we also control for the
part of the speech (beginning, mid, end) as well as for a
categorical variable that indicates the type of the
debate (initial presentation, policy debate, debate on
political agreement, mixed), which was coded by
research assistants. We report estimates (including
confidence intervals and standard errors) that have
been obtained using a nonparametric bootstrapping
procedure, which resamples random draws from the
STM’s variational posterior of the document-topic pro-
portions at the country level to correct for the clustering
of speeches within countries (see Appendix I.5 for
details of this procedure).

We broadly classify the estimated topics into those
that relate to a specific policy area and those that are
overarching and address procedural aspects of negoti-
ations. Policy-specific topics are defined by specific
terms associated with particular policy areas or even
legislative proposals—for example, “criminal,” “tax,”
“biofuel,” and “research” or even acronyms like “epp”
(European Public Prosecutor), “ecb” (European Cen-
tral Bank), or “dgs” (Deposit Guarantee Schemes).15
In turn, procedural topics address the conduct of nego-
tiations and do not pertain to specific policy areas. This
includes diplomatic habits such as thanking the presi-
dency or chair, talking about the legislative process

11 Note that we could also control for the size of a member state,
assuming that more powerful member states speak differently. But
most literature has found no effects of size on bargaining success in
EU legislative negotiations (e.g., Arregui and Thomson 2009; Cross
2013; Golub 2012). Thus, we do not expect it to affect rhetoric
significantly (also see the robustness check in Appendix K.6).
12 Also note that the STM will typically be more conservative than a
dictionary approach in identifying certain constructs in a corpus, as a
latent topic will only be captured if it is sufficiently frequent to belong
to the k most prevalent topics.

13 Previous work has shown that speeches are often structured by
these three functional parts (Wratil and Hobolt 2019).
14 For information on missing data see Appendix A.3.
15 For a discussion of transcription errors (e.g., “epp_oh” or “v80”),
see Appendix I.
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(e.g., negotiations with the European Parliament),
negotiation tactics such as formulating a demand or
expressing support for a compromise, and rhetorical
styles (e.g., affirming a point, using cautious language).
We label all topics and classify them as policy specific or
procedural based on an investigation of the highest-
probability words, the most frequent and exclusive
(FREX) words, and the most likely texts for each topic.
We find that 22 of the 40 topics are policy specific,
whereas the remaining 18 are procedural. In Figures 2
and 3 we respectively display procedural and policy-
specific topics with their grand mean proportions. We
also group the policy-specific topics by the Council
configuration in which they made up the largest share
of speeches. In Appendices I.1 through I.3, we demon-
strate the validity of the STM, including topic labels and
classifications, in various ways. In particular, we show
how the prevalence of policy-specific topics tracks the
EU’s legislative agenda and how procedural topics
occur across policy domains.

Hypotheses Tests

Our hypotheses relate to expectations regarding the
procedural topics. The identified procedural topics in
Figure 2 correspond to primary aspects of how we
envision intergovernmental bargaining. For instance,
governments do talk about compromise (“Talking
about reaching compromise,” “Supporting the
compromise”), address legal details of proposals
(“Talking about legal text”), or exchange courtesy
(e.g., three different topics on thanking and congratu-
lating). In terms of our hypotheses, we find a topic that
relates to “Supporting the compromise” (H2); three
topics on “Delaying agreement,” “More technical-level

discussion needed,” and “Cautious language” (H3);
and two topics targeting “Formulating a demand” or
“Raising a concern” (H4). This confirms that—as
expected—these themes make up for a significant part
of governments’ rhetoric in deliberations. In contrast,
we find no procedural topic that relates directly to
public opinion, people, citizens, or voters (H1a/b).16
Governments do not seem to explicitly frame a topic
around public opinion during negotiations, as wewould
expect them to do to highlight a domestic constraint or
appeal to shared democratic norms. The lack of such a
topic in the STM reveals that governments rarely con-
sistently talk about public opinion during negotiations,
which is evidence against H1a/b. In the following, we
therefore focus on testing H2, H3, and H4, and we
revisit H1a/b in the next section. We report the main
results here; details of the STM regression results and
hypotheses tests are in Appendix B.1, and scenarios
with expected topic proportions are included inAppen-
dix I.6.

To test hypothesis H2, we focus on the topic “Sup-
porting the compromise.” Fittingly, “support” is the
highest-probability word for this topic and the FREX
words include “general_approach,” “partial_general,”
and “text.” In fact, “(partial) general approach” is the
term used in the Council to refer to a (partial) compro-
mise proposal that lays out the essential contours for a
political agreement. If a general approach is adopted,
the Council has reached a compromise on the most
important controversies with a coalition of sufficient

FIGURE 2. Procedural Topics in Council Deliberations

yes_thank, thank, much_president, mr_president, much_indeed

now, something, think, look, say

compromise, reach, agreement, forward, today

hard_work, italian_presidency, file, dossier, dutch_presidency

get, know, want, really, thing

general_approach, partial, general, partial_general, text

discussion, far, technical, still, issue

like, congratulate, also_like, danish, danish_presidency

european_parliament, constructive, parliament, negotiation, council

mr_chairman, much_chairman, madam_chair, republic, chairman

solution, different, problem, system, legislation

member_state, state, member, different_member, many_member

dear, dear_colleague, lady, gentleman, chairman_commissioner

agree, germany, late, netherlands, note

take, account, add, take_account, value

article, paragraph, recital, liability, legal_basis

make_sure, sure, make, make_progress, comment

concern, important, much_important, share, particularRaising a concern
Affirmation

Talking about legal text
Formulating a demand

Delaying agreement
Referring to Commissioner

Cooperation between member states
Legal harmonization

Thanking I (rather specific person)
Negotiations with EP

Thanking II (rather abstract groups)
More technical-level discussion needed

Supporting the compromise
Reflection

Congratulating
Talking about reaching compromise

Cautious language
Brief intervention

0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20
Expected Topic Proportion

Note: The five words (after lemmatization) with highest FREX for each topic are displayed on the right.

16 Sometimes words like “citizen” or “young_people” appear among
the lower-ranked FREX or highest-probability words (e.g., top
20 instead of top 10), but in no instance was the focus of the topic
on the public.
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size supporting the text. The most strongly associated
text for this topic is:17 “On the proposed text, we fully
support its goals and we fully endorse the general
approach on the basis of this text without…”18 In turn,
the topic “Talking about compromise” relates to coali-
tion building but not to the willingness to compromise;
it often includes calls by governments on peers to
“reach” an “agreement” “today” or more general talk

about the compromise. We therefore do not consider it
for H2.

Figure 4 plots the estimated effect of public opinion
on a topic’s prevalence for all hypotheses. Specifi-
cally, as we standardize public opinion, the estimates
show a change in topic proportion for a standard-
deviation change in public opinion. A positive coeffi-
cient means that a more positive image of the EU in
the member state increases the attention to this topic
by the government in the Council, whereas a negative
coefficient implies a decrease in attention. Given our
interaction effect between government ideology and
public opinion, we display estimates separately for
pro-EU and Euroskeptic governments. We find par-
tial support for H2. Both types of governments

FIGURE 3. Policy-Specific Topics in Council Deliberations

horizon, researcher, research, programme, framework_programme

bite, little_bite, little, legal_service, audit

amend_budget, dab, budget, eu_budget, margin

point, mention, exchange, three, automatic

avoidance, tax, tax_avoidance, evasion, oecd

bank_union, liquidity, capital, bank_system, basel

review, clause, rule, beneficial, available

supervisory_board, ecb, steer_committee, vote, supervisory_mechanism

bail-in, deposit, dgs, resolution_fund, srm

european_union, spain, internal_market, europe, union

worker, insolvency, consumer, debtor, creditor

tobacco, procurement, cigarette, public_procurement, custom

device, medical, medical_device, patient, reprocess

administrative_burden, burden, waste, administrative, inspection

pollution, air_quality, air, air_pollution, pollutant

biofuel, ets, leakage, carbon_leakage, carbon

ship, card, regulate_profession, profession, convention

cultivation, gmos, gmo, reservation, agency

species, invasive, v80, alien, vit

epp, prosecutor, epp_oh, investigation, shop

victim, confiscation, criminal, crime, offence

personal_datum, datum, datum_protection, public_sector, personal

Justice and Home Affairs

Environment

Employment, Social Policy, Health and Consumer Affairs

Economic and Financial Affairs

Competitiveness

0.000 0.025 0.050 0.075 0.100

Audit and control

Research and development 
(e.g., Horizon 2020)

Banking union (esp. resolution 
and deposit insurance)

Banking supervision

International money laundering

Financial crisis

Tax evasion and fraud

Exchange of information

Budget

Health and medical devices

Public procurement and tobacco

Governance of four freedoms 
(e.g., capital, workers)

Internal market

Invasive species

GMOs

Ships

Renewable energy and climate

Air emissions and pollutants

Burdens of implementation 
(esp. environment)

Data protection

Crime

European judicial matters / 
European public prosecutor

Expected Topic Proportion

Note: The topic labels are displayed on the left, and the the five words (after lemmatization) with highest FREX for each topic are displayed
on the right. The topics are grouped by the Council configuration in which they made up the largest share of speeches.

17 Note that for better readability we have added punctuation and
corrected minor transcription mistakes in all text examples
presented here.
18 Austria on June 15, 2015, in the 3396th Council meeting (JHA) on
the acceptance of public documents across the EU (2013/0119/COD).
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express support for the compromise more often dur-
ing public deliberations when public opinion at home
is more positively disposed toward EU integration.
However, we can only reject the null hypothesis for
pro-EU governments (p < 0.01), whereas the confi-
dence interval for Euroskeptic governments is very
wide. When comparing two scenarios in which public
opinion is at the 10th versus 90th percentiles, a pro-
EU government would spend around 5.1% of its
speech talking about support of the compromise if
public opinion is skeptical, but this attention would
increase to 6.0% if the public is strongly pro-EU, an
increase in topic importance of almost 20%. This 0.9
percentage-point increase is sizable when considering
that in a model with 40 topics the average topic will
make up about 2.5%.
We test H3 with three topics: calling for more

technical-level discussions, delaying agreement, and
cautious language. First, by emphasizing “More
technical-level discussion needed” governments stress
that a “discussion” has or has not gone “far” but that
there are “still” unresolved “technical” “issue(s).”
Although these are the top FREX words in this

topic, the following also include “technical_level,”
“work_group,” “expert_level,” and “work_party”
(see Appendix I.1), which all indicate that this topic is
about shifting discussions to the technical level of
working groups, resulting in a prolongation of negotia-
tions. For instance, one of the top five associated texts is
as follows: “But we have to be able to clarify the unclear
questions in the future. The breakthrough so far is due to
the work of the Polish presidency and therefore we
propose that the remaining questions should be exam-
ined and studied at the expert group level. Thank you
very much!”19

Second, “Delaying agreement” represents the most
explicit form of delaying tactic we observe in our
corpus. For instance, an excerpt of one of the most
highly associated texts with this topic is: “[Finland has]
not yet officially finalized its national position on chap-
ter four. As our president also said in his introduction,

FIGURE 4. Public Opinion and Topic Attention during Council Deliberations

Euroskeptic Government

Hypothesis 2

Hypothesis 3

Hypothesis 4

−0.03 0.00 0.03 0.06

Supporting the compromise

Cautious language

Delaying agreement

More technical-level discussion needed

Formulating a demand

Raising a concern

Effect of public image on expected topic proportion

Pro-EU Government

Hypothesis 2

Hypothesis 3

Hypothesis 4

−0.004 0.000 0.004

Supporting the compromise

Cautious language

Delaying agreement

More technical-level discussion needed

Formulating a demand

Raising a concern

Effect of public image on expected topic proportion

Note: Estimates reflect change in expected topic proportion for standard deviation change in public image; 95% confidence intervals as
solid lines.

19 Hungary on October 28, 2011, in the 3121st Council meeting
(JHA) on the rights, support, and protection of the victims of crime
(2011/0129/COD).
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nothing is agreed until everything is agreed. Thank
you.”20 Third, the “Cautious language” topic is implic-
itly related to delaying tactics as it captures the use of
language that signals uncertainty, indecisiveness, or
ambiguity. Governments say that they need to “think”
more about issues or take another “look” at them.
Among the top 20 FREX words are also terms like
“perhaps,” “feel,” “carefully,” “right_direction,” or
“idea,” all of which signal (sometimes in polite ways)
that a government does not want to take a decision at
this moment (see Appendix I.1). The second-most
associated text illustrates the thrust of the topic clearly:
“…don’t think we can work toward the one-stop shop
along the lines that we have been working on so far and
that’s why I replied to the questions in the way I did. I
think if we take the time to look at it carefully and look
at the two legal advices next to each other, as suggested
by the UK, I think that would be a very good idea and
that wouldmean that we would be able to come back to
this issue under the Greek presidency. Thank you!”21
We did not identify any topic that clearly relates to the
speeding up of negotiations.
Figure 4 shows strong evidence that pro-EU gov-

ernments make more use of delaying tactics if public
opinion at home is negatively disposed toward the
EU. For all three topics, the effect of public opinion
on the topic’s proportion is negative and statistically
significant. In terms of substantive magnitude of these
effects, we can combine the estimated proportions of
all three topics. In a scenario, in which public opinion
is positively disposed toward the EU (at the 90th
percentile), pro-EU governments would spend about
10.8% of their speaking time on delaying tactics. In
contrast, if public opinion is negatively disposed
toward the EU (at the 10th percentile), this figure
would increase to about 12.7%. This suggests that
pro-EU governments try to delay agreement at the
international level to cope with anti-EU opinion at
home. In contrast, our results for Euroskeptic govern-
ments are inconclusive, as all effects are far from
statistical significance. As expected, Euroskeptic gov-
ernments call for a delay of agreement irrespective of
public opinion at home—the effect is essentially zero.
On the other two delaying tactics, the effects of public
opinion point in opposite directions: Euroskeptic gov-
ernments demand more technical-level work when
public opinion is anti-EU but are also less cautious
in their language. However, none of these effects are
statistically significant.
For H4, we identified the topics “Raising a concern”

and “Formulating a demand” as relevant. In both of
these topics, governments point to certain aspects of
negotiation substance (e.g., details of a proposal) that
are particularly salient to them. However, in the “For-
mulating a demand” topic they often say that the
Council or the presidency has to “take account” of a

situation or an argument, whereas in the “Raising a
concern” topic they explicitly label their point as a
“concern” and sometimes also highlight that this con-
cern is “important.” From reading the top texts associ-
ated with both topics, the main difference is that the
“Raising a concern” topic is more negative, implicit,
and passive in tone, whereas the “Formulating a
demand” topic is less negative but also more explicit
and demanding in tone. Both topics clearly relate to the
focus of H4 on governments raising demands vis-à-vis
their partners. In contrast, we find no topic relating to
governments making a concession—a move that
speakers might find less pleasant to make explicit in
their rhetoric.

Figure 4 reveals little support for H4. In line with the
theoretical expectation, pro-EU governments cross-
pressured by anti-EU opinion use the “Raising a
concern” topic more often (p = 0.013), potentially
using increased bargaining power due to their domes-
tic constraint. However, in stark contrast, pro-EU
governments actually decrease their usage of the
“Formulating a demand” topic if public opinion is
more anti-EU, even though this effect is not statisti-
cally significant (p = 0.252). When summing the
proportions for both topics, the formulation of nego-
tiation demands by pro-EU governments is indepen-
dent of the state of public opinion at home (around
4.2% at the 90th and 10th percentiles). Similarly, we
find no significant adjustment of negotiation demands
by Euroskeptic governments, with the marginal
effects of public opinion on both topic proportions
being indistinguishable from zero. Governments do
not seem to consistently formulate additional negoti-
ation demands if they are cross-pressured by public
opinion at home.

In Appendix K, we also investigate various other
substantive expectations about how government
rhetoric could be influenced by public opinion.22 One
important nuance we discover is that the public
opinion effects on the “Supporting the compromise”
and “Delaying agreement” topics are a bit stronger
during final debates on political agreement as com-
pared with earlier negotiation stages (see Appendix
K.4). Both topics are relatively strong signals about
governments’ willingness to join the policy coalition
when compared with topics such as “Cautious
language.” This could suggest that public opinion may
matter more for clear commitments at the end rather
than the beginning of negotiations.

20 Finland on October 10, 2014, in the 3336th Council meeting
(Ecofin) on the general data protection regulation (2012/0011/COD).
21 Netherlands on December 6, 2013, in the 3279th Council meeting
(JHA) on the general data protection regulation (2012/0011/COD).

22 One prominent argument pertains to whether pending elections
influence the effect of public opinion. InAppendixDwe demonstrate
that governments facing elections at home are selecting themselves
out of debates and speak less often in the Council. In Appendix K.2
we also show that pending elections consequently do not influence
the topics governments talk about—they mainly silence them.
Appendix L demonstrates that also the sentiment with which gov-
ernments speak does not change before elections. Moreover, we
investigate nonlinear effects of public opinion and the influence of
negotiation stages, debate length, and government bond yields (see
Appendix K). All these analyses support our main results.
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DISCUSSION

Two of our results warrant deeper discussion and
investigation. First, with respect to speaking about
public opinion (H1a and H1b), we do not find an
estimated topic that directly relates to public opinion
as a major theme during negotiations. The absence of
this topic is also replicated with a higher number of
topics (see Appendix J.4). However, structural topic
models do not allow us to rule out that governments
raise the issue of public opinion parenthetically or on
rare occasions. To assess whether governments men-
tion public opinion at all, we code all mentions of the
public in our corpus and analyze in Appendix C
whether they occur as stipulated by H1a and H1b. This
analysis yields limited evidence that when Euroskeptic
governments mention the public, they rather do so
when public opinion on the EU is negative, which is
closer to H1b than to H1a. But we find no indication
that pro-EU governments mention the public more
often when it has a positive image of the EU to appeal
to shared democratic norms.
Second, our analysis does not provide evidence that

Euroskeptic governments adjust their negotiation rhe-
toric implicitly to domestic public opinion. Although
this may partially be due to the small number of Euro-
skeptic governments, it might also be that Euroskeptic
governments’ representatives in the Council refrain
from making statements in the first place when public
opinion in their own country is positively disposed
toward the EU. We examine this possibility by investi-
gating whether member states make use of their speak-
ing opportunities in Council meetings. This variable is
coded “1” when a government delivers a speech in a
given meeting and “0” otherwise. As independent vari-
ables we include the government’s EU ideology, the
domestic public image of the EU, their interaction, and
a number of covariates. Figure 5a shows the predicted
probability of speaking in a Council debate based on
the results from a mixed effects logistic regression
model with random intercepts for member states and
debates (details are in Appendix D). Pro-EU govern-
ments have a high probability of speaking (around
0.64) that is independent of whether the public image
is positive or negative. In contrast, Euroskeptic gov-
ernments are significantly more likely to participate in
debates when the public image of the EU is negative.
The probability drops by half when the public image is
positive. Thus, rather than changing the content of their
speeches, Euroskeptic governments simply speak less
frequently in the Council when they face a public with a
positive image of the EU. Publics approving of the EU
appear to silence Euroskeptic governments in Council
debates.
Euroskeptic governments may be more likely to

signal responsiveness in other ways, most notably in
the final act of voting, which has been found to be used
to signal to domestic audiences (Hagemann, Hobolt,
andWratil 2017; Schneider 2018). Figure 5b shows that
Euroskeptic governments are clearly responsive to
public opinion in final passage voting on the legislative
acts covered in our data, casting more opposition votes

when the public has a more negative image of the EU
and fewer opposition votes when the public has a
positive image. Albeit the small number of Euroskeptic
governments, this effect is statistically significant in a
mixed effects model with random intercepts for mem-
ber states and legislative acts as well as our standard set
of controls (see Appendix E for full results). As Euro-
skeptic governments usually do not belong to the policy
coalition, they can use their votes as a signalling tool. In
contrast, pro-EU governments in the policy coalition
are expected to follow through with their support in
voting and cast a “yes” vote, which diminishes their
possibilities of responding to public opinion. Fittingly,
we do not find a significant effect of public opinion on
their voting behavior in our sample.

In summary, our findings suggest that the represen-
tation of public opinion in government rhetoric mainly
occurs for pro-EU governments. Euroskeptic govern-
ments mostly participate in debates when supported by
a public with a negative image of the EU. In such
situations, these governments also use the opportunity
to cast opposition votes against EU laws.

CONCLUSION

Our study opened the blackbox of international nego-
tiations by focusing on governments’ bargaining rhe-
toric. This allowed us to investigate different ways and
mechanisms through which public opinion influences
international negotiations—how it manifests itself in
procedural moves such as offering compromises, for-
mulating demands, or calling for a delay of negotia-
tions.We thereby complement existing studies focusing
on outcomes or bargaining positions that could not
investigate how exactly public opinion matters during
the negotiation process.

Our results show that public opinion matters for
negotiation rhetoric, but largely in implicit ways. We
find little explicit discussion about public opinion, jus-
tification of positions by reference to citizens’ needs, or
invocation of democratic norms of responsiveness.
Public opinion remains a force in the background
influencing, in particular, when governments express
more willingness to compromise as opposed to remain-
ing cautious and stalling the negotiations. Thereby, we
demonstrate how coalition building in the Council is
constrained and propelled by domestic public opinion.

In addition, we also uncover striking differences in
the engagement with public opinion between Euro-
skeptic and pro-EU governments. Whereas pro-EU
governments implicitly bring their rhetoric in line with
public opinion, Euroskeptic governments select them-
selves out of Council debates if the public is positively
disposed toward the EU. They simply remain silent. In
contrast, if the public’s image of the EU is negative,
Euroskeptic governments raise their voice in the Coun-
cil and become the most likely governments to explic-
itly talk about the public—but this only happens in a
small fraction of speeches. Nevertheless, it suggests that
Euroskeptic governments are most likely to explicitly
represent their public.
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Our distinction between explicit and implicit mani-
festations of public opinion and our findings in this
respect have important implications and provide
impulses for future research. First, the distinction draws
attention to the fact that when empirically analyzing
negotiation rhetoric not everything may be explicit, but
we have to look behind the rhetorical elements
employed by negotiators and examine in what context
and why they are used. Second, the distinction can
serve future work to study more bargaining-related
aspects empirically. The following are some open ques-
tions: Can governments’ use of explicit references to
public opinion ever increase their bargaining leverage?

Does a dominance of implicit over explicit manifesta-
tions lead to misunderstandings and miscalculations
between negotiation partners, potentially resulting in
negotiation delays or breakdowns? Addressing such
questions demands linking rhetoric back to outcomes
and bargaining positions.

Third, the distinction also denotes two ways of how
decision makers in representative institutions can try to
create democratic legitimacy. Our results demonstrate
that the Council (and potentially many intergovern-
mental forums in world politics) mostly engages in the
implicit way of legitimizing itself vis-à-vis citizens.
Despite the EU member states’ declared goal of

FIGURE 5. Effect of Public Image on Debate Participation and Opposition Voting in the Council
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(b) Opposition Voting in the Council

Note: Predicted probabilities as solid lines; 95% confidence intervals as dashed lines. Estimates are marginal means holding continuous
covariates at their samplemean and averaging over the sample proportions of the levels of factor covariates (Lüdecke 2018). The estimates
and confidence intervals in panel (a) are based on the model results “Baseline Model” presented in Table D1 in Appendix D. The estimates
and confidence intervals in panel (b) are based on the model results “Baseline Model” presented in Table E2 in Appendix E.
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bringing the EU closer to its citizens during several
treaty reforms throughout the last two decades that
eventually led to the establishment of a de jure stan-
dard, bicameral legislature, Council politics still lacks
the rhetorical “grandstanding” on behalf of and argu-
mentative references to citizens’ interests that is char-
acteristic of national parliaments. Therefore, our study
confirms a critical part of the argument that the EU
suffers from a “democratic deficit” (Føllesdal and Hix
2006)—namely, EU politics’ technocratic nature and
detachment from citizens, who are rarely mentioned.
Future work could investigate whether the predomi-
nance of implicit over explicit representation has con-
sequences for citizens’ legitimacy beliefs in the EU.
Fourth, the fact that we find little evidence for

explicit manifestations has important implications for
how theories of international negotiations should view
the role of public opinion. Foremost, it challenges
arguments based on sociological institutionalist or con-
structivist thought in international relations (e.g., Krebs
and Jackson 2007; Risse 2000; Rittberger 2005; Schim-
melfennig 2001) that necessarily expect governments to
make public opinion a matter of explicit discussion to
appeal to shared democratic norms or persuade others.
These accounts focus on what is actually said between
negotiators, and if public opinion plays no explicit role
in rhetoric, its role is overall of less interest. Moreover,
although this result does not fundamentally challenge
theories of public opinion as a domestic constraint (e.g.,
Frieden andWalter 2019;Mariano and Schneider 2022;
Putnam 1988; Schelling 1960), it suggests that the effect
of such constraints on bargaining power seems to occur
either tacitly with little need to emphasize constraints—
for instance, because everyone knows about and
accepts them—or because constrained governments
simply invest more bargaining resources on issues
where they face a constraint. In both cases, public
opinion will affect bargaining power but will not
become an issue of explicit discussion.
Our study has a number of limitations. First, we focus

on the ministerial Council as the highest layer in the
Council’s structure and we cannot exclude that public
opinion plays a different role at lower levels. If govern-
ments may fear audience costs from not being able to
deliver their public commitments (Fearon 1994), there
may be an incentive to shift explicit discussions about
the public tomore secluded levels, as one could lose out
in negotiations at the end. But recent contributions
suggest that inconsistency between an initial position
and a final outcome is not punished by voters in the EU
and trade policy contexts, providing governments with
an unreserved incentive to always openly commit to
fight for the public (Chaudoin 2014; Schneider 2018).
Future work should address this question—for
instance, through expert interviews. A second limita-
tion of our study is that we cannot observe (but only try
to infer) intentions, plans of actions, or unwritten codes
governments use. This simply represents a general
limitation of political speech data. Third, although we
provide the largest corpus of Council speeches ever
collected, our observation period falls squarely with the
EU’s eurozone sovereign debt and migration crises.

This may potentially limit the generalizability of our
findings to other periods with less turmoil. However,
research suggests the effects of public opinion may be
muted in times of economic crisis (e.g., Ezrow, Hellwig,
and Fenzl 2020), indicating our time frame should not
make us less confident about the implicit manifesta-
tions of public opinion. More generally, future studies
should investigate whether the effects of public opinion
on rhetoric persist when studying a longer period with
more government alternations, and especially more
Euroskeptic governments, than during the period
investigated here. Finally, our text analysis approach
does not allow us to track how earlier statements on a
legislative proposal influence later statements on the
same issue. This could illuminate, for instance, how
demands made in response to a public constraint early
on in negotiations influence the willingness to compro-
mise later. Advances in dynamic topic modeling could
help to answer such questions.

Ultimately, our study draws a nuanced picture of the
representation of public opinion in international nego-
tiations, suggesting public opinion matters but in dif-
ferent ways than often assumed.
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